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During the last years Silicon Germanium on insulator layers were under intense scrutiny due to their promising applications for ultra-scales
MOS transistors with relevant properties. The aim is to pursue the
Moore’s law by developing planar transistors based on ultra-thin Silicon Germanium on insulator (UTSGOI) systems. One major hurdle is
the fabrication process of the strained Silicon–Germanium (or pure
Germanium) layers on insulator (SSGOI). While these layers are already used as vehicle tests for the next generation of transistors (node
14nm), the formation of the Ge rich layer (GRL) by condensation during SiGe thermal oxidation is still misunderstood. For the first time we
fully demonstrate the mechanism of Ge rich layer formation by a combination of experimental results and theoretical demonstrations. We
use two systems with similar SiGe concentration but different initial
strains and we demonstrate two fabrication routes of SSGOI with different concentrations and configurations depending on the oxidation
temperature. At low temperature, we show that SiGe0.5 is stabilised by
the combined effects of a local minimum of energy and a kinetic barrier. The cornerstone of the formation process is the minimum enthalpy
formation of the SiGe0.5 alloy whatever the strain level is. At high temperature, the kinetic barrier of Ge diffusion in SiGe0.2 is reduced, making this diffusion path efficient. In this temperature regime, the Ge
concentration is homogenized over the whole (SiGe0.2 /SiGe0.5/Si)
structure. We demonstrate that the system is driven by the minimisation of the free energy of the system. Low concentration SSGOI layers
are obtained in this regime.
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